Capture The Sound of Your Baby’s Heart Beat!

With a $25 donation, you can choose a HeartBeat Bear or one of its friends. At your next ultrasound exam, record the sound of your baby’s heartbeat and listen to it again and again!

Grandparents, siblings, friends, and family can purchase a HeartBeat Bear and record a message to the new baby on the heart recorder for a very special gift!

Preserving the sound of your baby’s heartbeat is easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. Make an appointment with a JMH obstetrical provider. OB patients of JMH providers typically have an ultrasound during their second and third trimesters. Ask your provider when your ultrasound will be.

2. Stop by the receptionist at your provider’s office or the Medical Imaging Department at JMH and choose a HeartBeat Bear, Rabbit, Lamb, Buck, Giraffe, or Hound Dog.

3. Bring the heart recorder to your next ultrasound appointment to record your baby’s heartbeat. Replace the heart in your cuddly friend and squeeze to hear the heartbeat.

Proceeds from the HeartBeat Bears benefit the Dr. F. Clifton Miller Trust Fund.

HeartBeat Bears are available at the JMH Women & Children’s Health Office on Main Street and in Medical Imaging at JMH.